FISCAL YEAR 2020
CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC DRUG LISTING
This certifies that:

Applicant:

OZO, Exportadora In & Out S de S.R de C.V

Address:
45116

Av. Empresarios # 135 Piso 7-C. Col Puerta de Hierro Zapopan, Jalisco C.P.

D.U.N.S:

95157798

Has successfully had an acceptance submission status of the product "Hand sanitizer 1 LT"
under the US Food and Drug Administration and the Federal Code of Regulations CDER
portal.
Product: Trade Name: “Hand sanitizer 1 LT”
Labeler: Exportadora In & Out S de SR de CV
NDC:

77120-0001-1

This document certifies that Duns: 95157798 successfully had acceptance submission at the U.S Food and
Drug Administration CDER portal and the product 77120-0001-1 will be listed on the National Drug Codes
List. M.J Consulting makes no other representations or warranties, nor does this certificate make any
representations or warranties to any person or entity other than the named certificate holder, for whose
sole benefit it issued. M.J Consulting assumes no liability to any person or entity in connection with the
foregoing. Holder assumes all risks, releases M.J. Consulting, waives and will hold harmless and indemnify
M.J Consulting form any and all claims in connection with this product, its labeling, FDA drug listing,
commerce, or use. Registration of a drug establishment or drug wholesaler, or assignment of a registration
number, or assignment of a NDC number, does not in any way denote approval of the firm or its products by
the U.S Food and Drug Administration. Any representation that creates an impression of official approval
because of the acceptance application or the assignment of a NDC number is misleading and constitutes
misbranding. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration do not issue certificates of drug listing, nor does
recognize certificates of drug listing. M.J Consulting is not affiliated with the U.S Food and Drug
Administration. The FDA had submitted acceptance at the CDER portal considering it a validation to start
distributing and selling the product NDC: 77120-0001-1.

